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Gold Medals
The British Regional Group Committee are delighted to announce the following dogs who have all
gained sufficient points to be awarded our absolutely stunning Gold Medal in 2018.
Debbie Whitley, Richard Douglas, Carol Eastwood and Alyson Reilly’s Antilli Odin
Carol Eastwood, Alyson Reilly, Natalie Bainbridge and Ralf Wille’s Antilli Quenn
Craig Rice and Hazel Docherty’s Zandamor Carrera
Anita and Melissa Guy’s Marinita Rubette
Congratulations to the owners and breeders of all these dogs – a tremendous achievement. The Gold
Medals have been ordered and will be presented at the BRG Valentine’s Show in February 2019.
The following dogs have reached 20 or more points in 2018 and we wish their owners well for
2019….Hazroh Xavier, Robasdan Briannah, Hazroh Varo*
* 25 or more points but requires a win with more than three entrants in the class.
Certificates of Excellence
We are delighted to announce that Hugh and Cath Miller’s Dahlmann Bronson has gained his
certificate of excellence. Congratulations to his owners and breeders also.
All outstanding certificates of excellence will be presented at the BRG Valentine Show.
Certificates of excellence are awarded to dogs which have gained 10 V gradings at regional shows and
the British Sieger. The application form can be downloaded from the GSDL-BRG website.
Top Ten Awards
The points for the 2018 top 10 awards have been collated and they will be announced after the cutoff date for health test submission at the end of February 2019. Only dogs with hip and elbow scores
which meet BRG requirements are included in the Top 10 awards so if you have shown and done well
with a young dog during the year please let us know their results asap.
Valentine Show
In 2018, the BRG moved its show to February from December due to weather conditions and it has
now been decided that this will be the annual slot for the BRG in the future and will be the show at
which Gold Medals and Certificates of Excellence are presented – it was a tremendous event in 2018
and work is underway to make it superb again in 2019. Our judge for 2019 is SV judge Herr Robert
Lang (Vom Arkanum) judging all classes. We hope that you will all join us on the 10th February at Hilton
Park Arena, Staffordshire.
Full details of all forthcoming events and results of past events can be found on our website:
www.gsdl-brg.co.uk
The BRG Committee wish you all a very Happy Christmas and a Wonderful New Year.

